ABU RN MAIN CAMPUS DAILY CRIME and FIRE LOG

Reported Tuesday 11-23-2021 08:05
- Medical aid. Student asked for urgent care on information for minor medical concern.
- Fire Alarm. Received call from alarm company and was informed about an alarm going off in the IV buildings.

Reported Tuesday 11-30-2021 10:49
- Medical aid. Student claims she didn't feel well.

Reported Tuesday 11-23-2021 08:05
- Drug Law Violation. Found two teenagers smoking something inside parked vehicle.

Reported Sunday 12-5-2021 14:48
- Vandalism and Attempted Theft. Safety officer reports damage to the second floor SA vending machine.

Reported Tuesday 12-21-2021 09:55
- Vandalism. Writing found on window of A400.

Reported Friday 11-19-2021 09:00
- Vandalism. Vending machine in Trades A400 found possibly vandalized.

Reported Wednesday 12-29-2021 16:25
- Theft: Personal Property. Student reported theft of his bicycle.

Reported Friday 12-24-2021 23:53
- Burglary to Motor Vehicle. Student reportedly found her doors and trunk unlocked, with items missing.

Reported Tuesday 12-21-2021 12:35
- Fire Alarm. Patty Sherman from Conference Services reported that the fire alarm was pulled.

Reported Tuesday 12-21-2021 13:50
- Dating Violence. Reported verbal and physical argument between two students in parking lot P14.

Reported Tuesday 12-21-2021 13:00
- Fire Alarm. Fire Department was called by the monitoring center because of a water flow alarm over in the International Village.

Reported Tuesday 11-30-2021 10:49
- Burglary to Motor Vehicle. Student reportedly found her doors and trunk unlocked, with items missing.

Reported Friday 11-19-2021 09:00
- Auto Accident. Someone doing donuts in parking lot ended up in a snow bank.

Reported Wednesday 1-5-2022 09:31
- Trespass and Medical Aid. Person found trespassing after he set off fire alarm, and transported to Hospital.

Reported Tuesday 1-4-2022 13:35
- Burglary to Motor Vehicle. 2 vehicles broken into at P15.

Reported Monday 11-22-2021 20:17
- Vandalism. Broken window in wall of student's dorm room.

Reported Tuesday 11-22-2021 08:08
- Fire Alarm. Anthony Shnepner, Fire Captain, was informed by someone in the Holman Library that we were having a fire alarm.
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